# Preliminary CoV 12 program

## Monday, February 12

### 8.00-10.00

**Plenary Session 1: Volcanology in Latin America: Shaping the Horizon**

- **Centro Cultural César Brañas Inaguration and Opening Ceremony**
  (Open to public)

### 10.00-11.00

**Walk to Porta Hotel and Coffee Break**

### 11.00-11.30

- **404.** Recent developments in understanding explosive eruptions from direct observations, erupted products, and modeling, with hazard and risk applications
- **307.** Women on and around volcanoes: Care in the community
- **412.** Volcano slope instability and its products: from debris remobilization to cascading hazard
- **108.** Co-existing with Active Volcanoes: facing Hazards, Challenges, and Opportunities

### 11.30-12.00

- **Scenes from film - The Colour of Ash and discussion with director M. Prince**

### 12.00-12.30

**Lunch**

### 14.00-14.30

**Poster Session (Plaza San José) & Coffee**

- **404.** Recent developments in understanding explosive eruptions from direct observations, erupted products, and modeling, with hazard and risk applications
- **302.** Creating "volcano-ready" communities: communicating for resilience and response
- **420.** Lessons from recent eruptions and other crises
- **409.** Multi-scale and multi-parametric geodetic monitoring and modeling for studying and forecasting volcanic activity
- **109.** Co-production of risk management in volcanic contexts: supporting equitable knowledge and power relations
- **402.** Identifying patterns of distributed volcanism, implications for hazard and risk assessment
- **406.** Decoupling in Pyroclastic Density Currents: Monitoring, Mapping, Hazards, Impacts, Risks

### 15.00-15.30

- **411.** Tourism in suddenly erupting volcanoes: the hazards and risk of phreatic eruptions
- **312.** Social volcanology: Exploring the role of social science in support of volcano observatories and civil protection
- **420.** Lessons from recent eruptions and other crises
- **402.** Identifying evolutive patterns of distributed volcanism, implications for hazard and risk assessment

### 16.00-16.30

**Coffee Break and Posters**

### 16.30-17.00

- **411.** Tourism in suddenly erupting volcanoes: the hazards and risk of phreatic eruptions
- **312.** Social volcanology: Exploring the role of social science in support of volcano observatories and civil protection
- **420.** Lessons from recent eruptions and other crises
- **402.** Identifying evolutive patterns of distributed volcanism, implications for hazard and risk assessment

### 17.00-17.30

**Poster session**

### 19.00-21.00

**Cultural activity:** Sam Bonis book presentation followed by Na’ík Madera concert

*La Ermita de Santa Cruz*